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Whenever you start working at a new customer who has implemented SAP CRM, you will
probably be working in the newest releases of SAP CRM, being CRM 7.0 which used the
CRM Web User Interface, which is based on the business role concept.
In my other blogs on www.sapuniversity.eu I already explained that business role assignment
can be done in 3 ways.
See the article: http://sapuniversity.eu/logon-is-not-possible-because-you-have-not-beenassigned-to-a-business-role-please-contact-your-system-administrator/
Now, in order to properly test the business processes you normally use the method of business
role assignment that is determined during logon based on the assignment of the User (linked
to the employee master record) which is assigned to a position in the organisation model.
Usually – the customer already has running a SAP CRM environment and as such the setup of
the organisational model is already in place. Now – probably they have already defined
several business roles in customizing that are adapted to the customer specific requirements
and furthermore, these business roles are probably already assigned to either 1 or multiple
organisational units and/or positions.
Suppose you now want to test a particular business role, but have no clue where this particular
business role is already assigned in the org model.
I assume it will be a tedious task to manually check each and every org unit or position to
check whether the infotype 1263 (business role) is maintained or not, just to find out to which
position you would need to assign your employee master record.
I had the same problem, and therefore looked as to how I could easily find out this
information.
The result is that I created a SQVI query as follows:

This query is a join between the following tables:
HRP1263 and HRP1000
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Having the following input and output parameters:
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Make sure you use the exact same settings!!!
I also created a simple variant to execute this report:
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Now, in the ENDDATE fields (you always put the SY-DATE – so the date on which you
execute the query) as the business role assignment should still be valid today, and the
description of the position or org unit which should be shown should be valid today as you
will need the description or short text of the position or org unit when searching through the
org model structure.
Plan Variant is always 01
In the field Object Type you put S AND O (position and org unit)
In the field Gebruikersrol (Business Role) you enter the business role which you would like to
test and find out if this is already assigned somewhere in the org model.
As an example I have assigned this business role to both an organisational unit and a position.
If I now run the report with following parameters I get the following output:
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So you see in the Object Type I have O (org Unit) and S (position)
By now going into PPOMA_CRM I can just look up either the org unit or position by the
short description or Description (I also now the Object ID - which is usefull if there would be
multiple objects with the same description) and now can look up this position for example and
assign my employee master record to it.
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